Abstract. Firstly, in this paper, we prove that the equivalence of simplicity and the symmetry of forking. Secondly, we attempt to recover de nability part of stability theory to simplicity theory. In particular, using elimination of hyperimaginaries we prove that for any supersimple T , canonical base of an amalgamation class P is the union of names of -de nitions of P, ranging over stationary L-formulas in P. Also, we prove that the same is true with stable formulas for an 1-based theory having elimination of hyperimaginaries. For such a theory, the stable forking property holds, too.
Introduction
The class of simple theories was introduced by Shelah 12] . After a period of neglect, the present author's Ph. D thesis and the joint paper with Pillay 8] , motivated by Hrushovski's works on nite rank cases, spurred the rapid development of the study of simple theories. For the detailed background of simple theories, we refer to the survey paper appeared in the Bulletin of Symbolic Logic 7] . Accordingly, we assume that the reader has some familiarity with Shelah's stability theory, and simplicity theory appeared in 5], 8], and notions from 3]. But we state some of necessary de nitions below, and fundamental notions such as simplicity and forking will be recalled in section 2.
During the last several years, one of the central problems in pure simplicity theory is whether the notions of Lascar strong type and strong type coincide. The more general question is whether any simple T has elimination of hyperimaginaries (see De nition 1.3). This problem is related to the existence of canonical bases in M eq (see De nition 1.1). For simple T, canonical bases exist as imaginaries if and only if T has elimination of hyperimaginaries 10]. Obviously in such T, elimination of hyperimaginaries implies the equivalence of the notions of Lascar strong type and strong type. B. Hart, A. Pillay and the present author showed the existence of canonical bases in the form of hyperimaginaries 3]. When they worked together at the Fields Institute in 1996, they also raised a question asking if forking is represented by stable formulas in simple T. In this paper, we investigate the relationship between canonical bases and stationary/stable formulas. Given an amalgamation class P (of variable x) in a simple theory, we call an Lformula '(x; y) stationary in P, if there is a unique '(x; y)-type in S P. We We will work with (hyper)imaginaries. But unless stated otherwise, every set or tuple is from a xed saturated model M of a complete theory T in the language L, which needs not to be L eq . x; y denote nite sequences, but sometimes possibly in nite. We freely use the notion of hyperimaginary. A hyperimaginary is an equivalence class of type-de nable equivalence relation over ;. In 3] , it was pointed out that, up to a certain level, hyperimaginaries can be dealt as ordinary elements. In particular, we can de ne the notions of type and forking between hyperimaginaries (in any T). Fix hyperimaginaries a = A= E, b = B= F until De nition 1.1, where A; B M, and E; F type de nable equivalence relations over ;. (Sometimes, we use A E to denote A= E.) Then, tp(a; b) can be considered as any`real' partial type r(x; y) (jxj = jAj; jyj = jBj) over ; satisfying that for any C; D M, j = r(C; D)
i there is an automorphism f sending C= E, D= F to a; b, respectively. In 3], a standard form of tp(a; b) is described. Namely, tp(a; b) is the union of collections of L-formulas of the form r (x; y) = f9zw( E(x; z)^ (z; w)^ F(w; y)g realized by (A; B). (Here we allow some notational abuse for the case that x or y is in nite.) Now x an r(x; y) representing tp(a; b). We note that when j = r(C; D), for example tp(C) does not need to be equal to tp(A) in general, but there must be C 0 such that tp(C) = tp(C 0 ) and E(A; C 0 ). Next, we let tp(a=b) = p be r(x; B 0 ) for some (any) B 0 j = F(y; B). Clearly, C j = r(x; B 0 ) i there is an automorphism f xing b sending C= E to a. If a hyperimaginary e 2 dcl(b), then pde denotes tp(a=e). For any hyperimaginary a 0 j = p, a 0 j = pde. Now let us recall from 3], the notion of dividing/forking between hyperimaginaries. Let c = C 0 = E 0 be another hyperimaginary and let u(x) be a partial type over some set such that j = u(x) $ r(x; B 0 )(= tp(a=b)). We say tp(a=b) divides/forks over c if u(x) implies a formula (with parameters from M) which divides/forks over some D 0 ( M), E 0 -equivalent to C 0 , in ordinary sense. Clearly this de nition is independent from the choice of u(x). In fact, tp(a=b) divides over c i there is k < ! such that for each , there are the automorphic images u i (x)(i < ) over c, which are k-inconsistent. Now We will use this important result in proving Theorem 4.1.
simplicity
This section is independent from other sections. Here, we shall observe that the symmetry and the local character of forking are equivalent.
We recall basic de nitions and facts on forking and simple theories. We say a formula '(x; a 0 ) divides over a set A (with respect to k) if there is an A-indiscernible sequence ha i ji < !i such that f'(x; a i )ji < !g is k-inconsistent (i.e. any nite subset having k elements is inconsistent). A partial type p divides over the set A if p implies a formula which divides over A. We say p forks over A if p implies the nite disjunction of formulas each of which divides over A. It is well-known that, for any T, forking satis es (i) extension; if tp(c=A B) does not fork over A, then for any C, there is d such that tp(c=A B) = tp(d=A B) and tp(d=A B C) does not fork over A, and (ii) nite character; tp(c=A B) does not fork over A i for any nite b 2 B, tp(c=A b) does not fork over A.
In 12], Shelah de ned that T is simple if T does not have the tree property (see De nition 2.2), and proved that T is simple if and only if forking satis es (iii) local character; any n-type tp(c=A) does not fork over A 0 ( A) of cardinality jTj. Later, the author proved in his thesis that simplicity of T implies that forking satis es (iv) symmetry; tp(c=Ab) does not fork over A i tp(b=Ac) does not fork over A, and (v) transitivity; tp(b=A B C) does not fork over A i tp(b=A B C) does not fork over A B and tp(b=A B) does not fork over A. Hence, for given subsets A; B and C of a structure M, if we write Aĵ C B when, for any nite tuple a from A, tp(a=B C) does not fork over B, thenĵ is a wellbehaved independence notion satisfying clearly symmetry and transitivity if the theory of M is simple. Moreover, this independence notion coincides with pre-existed independence notions in speci c algebraic structures having simple theories such as algebraic independence for elds, linear independence for vector spaces, and -independence for an algebraically closed eld with a generic automorphism . For more details, see 7] . Furthermore, in 8], it is pointed out that a structure having a relation between a tuple and subsets satisfying (i) extension, (ii) nite character, (iii) local character, (iv) symmetry (v) transitivity and (vi) type amalgamation over a model (cf. De nition 1.1.1), must be simple and the relation is in factĵ . Now, it is natural to ask whether the notionĵ can still be an independence notion for some non-simple structures. In particular, is there a non-simple structure in whichĵ satis es symmetry? This question simply amounts to inquire whether or not symmetry of forking implies local character. This was asked by several people. (For example, M. D zamonja asked this question during B. Hart's talk in Mid-Atlantic Logic Seminar held on April '97 at Carnegie-Mellon University. Also, the same question was raised at Mathematical Sciences Research Institute in '98 spring during Model Theory of Fields program, when further classi cation problems after the class of simple theories were being discussed.) Here we answer that symmetry implies local character. This means that the class of simple theories is the maximal possible class in which the notionĵ supplies independence notion (having symmetry).
As usual, in this section, we work with the xed an arbitrary theory T and the saturated model M of T. c n j = '(x; a 0 )^'(x; a 00 )^ ^'(x; a 0(n+1) ), and '(x; a 0(n+1) ) divides over fc l a 0(l+1) jl < ng w.r.t. k.
Let c 0 be a tuple realizing '(x; a 0 ). Assume inductively that we have chosen c 0 ; :::; c n?1 to satisfy the claim for n ? 1. Now since > 2 jTj ( number of types over a nite set), we can assume that tp(a 0(n)i =fc l a 0(l+1) jl < ng) = tp(a 0(n)j =fc l a 0(l+1) jl < ng) for i; j < !. Hence '(x; a 0(n+1) ) divides over fc l a 0(l+1) jl < ng w.r.t. k. Then choose a tuple c n realizing '(x; a 0 )^'(x; a 00 )^ ^'(x; a 0(n+1) ). Therefore the claim in proved. Now we can apply Ramsey and compactness to further assume that the sequence hc i a 0(i+1) ji < !i is (the desired) indiscernible sequence.
Recall that an A-indiscernible sequence hb i ji < !i is said to be a Morley sequence of p 2 S(A) if, for each i, b i j = p and tp(b i =A fb j jj < ig) does not fork over A. Also '(c; a j ) for all j. But, by giving a suitable order type to IJ, Fact 2.1 enables us to assume that ha j jj 2 Ji (with reversing the order of J) is a Morley sequence of tp(a j =fa i ji 2 Ig) for j 2 J. Hence 4 fail(s).
(We note that simplicity is not equivalent to the coincidence of the notions of forking and dividing.)
In 12], Shelah pointed out that the tree property is the (non-disjoint) union of two properties. Namely T has the tree property if and only if one of the following holds: (i) there are formulas '(x; a ) ( 2 ! <! ) witnessing the tree property (w.r.t. 2) such that '(x; a )^'(x; a ) is inconsistent whenever none of ; is an initial segment of the other; (ii) there are '(x; a ij ) (i; j < !) such that, for each i, f'(x; a ij )jj < !g is pairwise inconsistent, whereas for each 2 ! ! , f'(x; a i (i) )ji 2 !g is consistent.
It is easy to see that if '(x; y) has the strict order property, then :'(x; y 0 )^'(x; y 1 ) has the tree property of the rst kind. We rst prove the claim. As in the proof of 2.3, 0(n) denotes the sequence 00 00 of length n. Let witness the tree property of the rst kind, 3 also holds for n + 1 (the assumption (*) does not cause the loss of generality). Thus, the claim is proved.
We note that 1,2,3 in the claim are type-de nable conditions. Hence, by compactness and Ramsey, we can further assume without loss of generality that there is a tuple c such that, (see (ii) ). Therefore, the Independence Theorems of forking and dividing over M fail at the same time.
3. Definability For the rest of this paper, T is simple (except Fact 3.11). In stability theory, the existence of canonical bases comes from the de nability of complete types. But here, we try to build de nability theory for general simple theories using the existence of canonical bases. A weak de nability for a xed complete type was noticed by Pillay in 9]. Here we recover full de nability for stationary formulas in a xed amalgamation class. For a simple theory, the existence of canonical bases was proved using essentially the Independence Theorem. However, unlike stability theory, the question`what are really canonical bases?' was not satisfactorily answered. In the next section, we shall suggest answers, similar to stable cases, for supersimple and 1-based theories by using de nability theory developed in this section.
Recall that for an L-formula '(x; y) and a complete type p(x) 2 S(A), pd'(x; y) = f'(x; a) 2 p : a Ag. De nition 3.1. Let p(x) 2 S(A) be an amalgamation base, and P p an amalgamation class of p. We say '(x; y) 2 L is stationary in P p if for any B, whenever q 1 (x); q 2 (x) 2 S(B) are both in P p , then q 1 d' = q 2 d'.
Now for this section, we x an amalgamation base p(x) 2 S(A), its amalgamation class P and a hyperimaginary e = Cb(p). Recall that e 2 bdd(B) means e has boundedly many automorphic images over B. Lemma 3.9. Let f be an automorphism of M. Suppose that there is a type r(x) with parameters so that j = p(x)de $ r(x). Then r(x)^f(r(x)) does not fork over e i f(e) = e.
Proof. Suppose r(x)^f(r(x)) does not fork over e. Then by D(?; ; k)-ranks argument, r(x)^f(r(x)) does not fork over f(e), either. Hence pde and f(pde) have a common nonforking extension. Thus f(p(x)) 2 P, so f xes P setwise. Then f xes e, i.e. f(e) = e.
The other direction is obvious. Proof. Let B( M eq ) be a set of names of '-de nitions of P, ' ranging over stationary(/stable) formulas. Let f be an automorphism of M. By lemma 3.8 and 3.9, it su ces to show that whenever f xes B pointwise, then pde^f(pde) does not fork over e. Now the assumption with 3.2.1 says there is a partial type r(x) representing pde such that r(x) is closed under conjunction, and consists of instances of stationary(/stable) formulas. To show that r^f(r) does not fork over e, it su ces to prove that, for any (x; a) 2 r(x), r(x)^ (x; f(a)) does not fork over e. Now since (x; y) is stationary(/stable), there is a (x; y)-de nition (y). Obviously (a). Since f xes B pointwise, (f(a)). Hence r(x)^ (x; f(a)) does not fork over e. This completes the proof. Claim A) There is the unstationary formula '(x; y) 2 r(x; y) in P such that for any (x; y) 2 r(x; y), if j = (x; y) ! '(x; y), then (x; y) is unstationary in P.
We continue to x notation related to Claim A. Let the formula E 0 ; (x; y) 9z( (x; z)Ê 0 (z; y)^ (y)) be the special unstationary formula described in Claim A, where E 0 2 E and (y) 2 q(y). Now we can assume that, for any E 2 E, j = E(z; y) ! E 0 (z; y) (since E(z; y) can be the conjunction of some E 00 2 E with E 0 ). Moreover, we can further assume that for any formula ' E; (x; y) in r(x; y), j = '(x; z) ! (x; z), and (y) ! (y) with (y) 2 q(y). Then clearly ' E; (x; y) ! E 0 ; (x; y). (Hence by Claim A, ' E; (x; y) is unstationary and r(x; y) consists of unstationary formulas.) Now, given E 2 E, we let E;q (x; y) = f' E; (x; y) 2 Lj ' E; (x; y) 2 r(x; y)g.
Then clearly E;q (x; y) j = q(y) and r(x; y) = S f E;q (x; y)jE 2 Eg. Claim C) For n < !, there are de nable equivalence relations E n (z; y) 2 E and indiscernible sequences I n = hb n i ji < !i over e satisfying the following.
(i) j = E n ! E n?1 .
(ii) For each i < !, r(x; b)^ E n ;q (x; b n i ) does not fork over e, and for j 6 = i, E n?1 (b n i ; b n j ) and :E n (b n i ; b n j ). j = (x; d) $ W i n E (x; v i ).
Hence it su ce to show E (x; v i ) forks over ;. Since 9w(E(z; w)^'(w; d)) isolate tp(db 0 =E=d), tp((v i ) E =d) = tp((db 0 ) E =d). Hence E (x; v i ) forks over ; because E (x; db 0 ) forks over ; (see (y)). Now the proof is completed.
We remark here that for an ;-de nable equivalence relation E(z; y) having only nitely many equivalence classes and an L-formula '(x; y), it can be similarly seen that 9z('(x; z)Ê (z; y)) is stable. Hence for arbitrary simple T having elimination of hyperimaginaries, if tp(c=A) is an amalgamation base, and c; A are independent, then statements 1 and 2 in Theorem 4.3 also hold.
